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Abstract Radiation and Radioisotopes have been played an important role in the wide range of life

science, from the field study, such as fertilizer or pesticide development or production of new species,

to gene engineering researches. Many mutants through radiation have been provided to the market and

the usage of radioactive tracers was an effective tool to study plant physiology. It has been granted

that the contribution of radioisotopes has been accelerated the development of the gene engineering

technology, which is now overwhelming all the other usages of radiation or radioisotopes. However,

because of the difficulty to get social acceptance for gene modified plants, the orientation of the life

science is now changing towards, so called "post genome era". Therefore, from the point of radiation

or radioisotope usage, new application methods are needed to develop new type of researches. We

present how (T) neutron activation analysis, (2) neutron radiography and (3) positron emission

tomography are promising to study living plant physiology. Some of these techniques are not

necessarily new methods but with a little modification, they show new aspects of plant activity.
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1. Neutron activation analysis

It has been known that there are 17 essential elements for plant growth. Though the role of each

element has been reported, the systematic movement of the elements within the plant has not been

known. One of the most important features of a plant is that it always consists of various stages of

tissue, from meristem to an old one. To understand biological activity in an intact plant, a

nondestructive technique is extremely important. However, methods for such in vivo measurements

have not been well developed.

Therefore, we analyzed the elemental concentration in every tissue of the plant throughout its life

cycle. Neutron activation analysis allows non-destructive measurement of meulti-element profile

within a plant. If applying destructive method, we cannot obtain absolute amount of the elements. In

the case of destructive method, the samples have to be prepared in solution. When the amount of the

element is extremely low, it is difficult to avoid the contamination of the elements from the chemical

reagent. The dissolving yield of the element is also now known. Therefore, it can be said that

neutron activation analysis is the only method to measure the absolute amount of the element in the

sample.

Neutron activation analysis has been performed using JRR-3M, installed at JAERI (Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute). We found that there was a tremendous difference in each elemental

concentration in different tissues, and even in different locations within the same tissue. Sometimes,

these concentrations change by an order of magnitude. The gradient of each element was

systematically spread out throughout the whole plant, and was further separated by junctions between

different tissues. This gap also appears to vary for different elements, and in relation to environmental

stress.

In the case of morning-glory, there was a systematic movement of some elements within a plant with

time and darkness (Fig.l).
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Fig. 1 The distribution of Mn concentration during the developmental stage of morning-glory.

Psudo- color is applied according to the concentration.
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During the growth, each cell in tissue is aging and there is a connection between neighboring cells

through an exchange of information that is suggested by the movement of the elements. The dynamics

of elements in plant tissues also suggests that the while plant itself is a great information processing

center that may be comparable to a brain in a human being.

2O Neutron radiography

The elements required for a plant are dissolved in water to be absorbed from the root and

some elements might have a role as signals; that is, water can be regarded as an important

medium in the information transferring process. Though water plays such an essential

role for a living plant activity, little study has been performed for imaging water in a plant,

mainly lacking tools for the research.

Since we have been performing activation analyses to measure elements using a

research reactor, we have found that neutrons could be used to produce a water specific

image in living plants. This technique provides the highest resolution for water in tissue

yet obtainable. We applied this technique to image water in flowers, seeds, and wood

disks during the drying process. Neutron beam analysis also enabled to analyze plant

roots imbedded in soil. Besides 2-dimensional images, spatial images of the roots

imbedded in soil was constructed by piling up hundreds of CT images. From these

3-dimensional images, the dynamic activity of living roots was studied for the first time.

The water-absorbing part in the root gradually shifted downward with growth and when

there was any environmental stress, a side root developed more to compensate for the main

root activity.

For an example, neutron image of soybean root and neighboring soil system is presented

below.

A soybean seedling was grown in an aluminum container (3.5mm 0 x 15cm) where

Toyoura's standard sand, containing 18% of water, was packed. Then thermal neutrons

were irradiated using a research reactor, JRR-3M, installed at JAERI(Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute), whose neutron flux was 1.5 x 10 /cm • s. After penetrating the

sample, neutron was converted to light by a fluorescent converter and was guided to a

cooled CCD camera. Through 4 second exposure of the beam, the first projection image

was taken. An example of the projection image is shown in Fig.3.

Then the sample was rotated 1 degree, in an angle, to get another projection. The

procedure was repeated 180 times to get 180 successive images, along with rotation.

Using these 180 projection images, spatial water profile near the root was constructed.

Through image analysis, water in soil was found to decrease gradually towards the root

surface and from about 0.5 mm far from the surface, then the water amount was increased

drastically toward the surface (Fig.2). From this study, highly wet root surface was found
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verify the reproducibility of the experiment. Thus the method provides real-time

imaging of the elemental movement. We applied the technique to measure water

movement in a living plant.
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Fig.4 Neutron image of a cowpea plant
axowpea, bxommon bean, c:soybean

Fig.5 F-labeled water movement in a
drought tolerant and sensitive cultivars.

First of all, we tried to use 18F to trace water movement because of its relatively longer

half life, 11 Om. We present the water uptake ability of cowpea (Vigna unguliculata Walp)

which has been regarded as one of the most drought resistant species among the pulse

crops. It has been suggested that in the lower part of the stem, parenehymatous tissue for

storing water has been developed for the function of drought resistance. We confirmed

that in this tissue, water amount was high compared to the other stems by neutron

radiography (Fig. 4). Then the water uptake manner was measured using 18F labeled

water produced by a cyclotron. Comparing the water uptake manner of cowpea plant

with that of common bean, cowpea plant was found to maintain high water uptake activity

after drying treatment, suggesting the high drought resistant character. We used drought

tolerant and sensitive cultivars selected out of about 2000 cowpea plants and compared

water uptake manner (Fig. 5). Interestingly, usually, drought tolerant cultivar was not

taken up much amount of 18F-labeled water compared to that of a sensitive one. But after
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drought treatment, sensitive one cannot take up much amount of water. The result

showed that the natural plant behavior suggested us different concept for the drought

tolerance. When we are trying to produce drought tolerant plant, we are apt to think that

adding high activity for water uptake is enough. In nature, drought tolerant cultivar does

not require much amount of water under normal condition but has high potential activity to

absorb water when water supply was limited.
in

We irradiated water with He beam to produce F in water. However, there always

remained a question whether F really represents water movement itself. To avoid this

problem, we tried to use 15O9 which was produced by 15N (d, n) 15O reaction at NIRS.

The labeled water was supplied to a soybean plant from root. Because of an extremely

short half-life of 15O, 2 min., water movement in a root, as well as up ground part of the

plant, was able to be traced until 20min9 after water was supplied. To get water

movement in a plant, an imaging plate (IP) was fixed to contact with the sample for 1 min.

and the IP was renewed rapidly (Fig. 6). Using these successive images, water uptake

movement was analyzed under different conditions of light and humidity. The water

uptake was found to be highly dependent on humidity. When the humidity was decreased

to about 50%, water uptake was shown even under dark condition (Fig. 7).

With this technique, not only water movement but also the other elemental movement,

such as K, Mn or Zn are expected to study in a living plant.

M 10-11 min. 20-21 min.

A - M-:

B

C

D

Fig.7 Water image of an intemode by IP,
Fig.6 Water imaging with IP A,C:light B,D:dark; A,B:50%,C,D:99%

of humidity
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Fig.8 Water uptake manner at the lowest part of an internode in a soybean plant

Conclusion

Although there has been a tremendous amount of work at the microscopic level,

represented by gene technology, or macroscopic work, like field research, there has been

relatively little study at the level of plant tissues, or whole plant systems. The intact plant

itself has a high potential to integrate many functions and to respond to many diverse

environmental conditions. Through nondestructive imaging of water in vivo and element

movements, we would like to inaugurate a new field of plant research, not only to reveal

new functions or evaluate intact systems, but also to find ways to bridge the microscopic

world of living plants with that of the macroscopic world. For this purpose utilization of

radioisotopes or radiation plays an crucial role.
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